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Abstract: Poverty and hunger have become global crises, especially in Africa. African political leaders have continued mismanaging public resources while many have embezzled public funds. Some have misappropriated public funds and borrowed senselessly from the West, making it difficult for them to dissociate themselves from the dictates of Western powers. Another factor that has impoverished Africa is intertribal war, caused mainly by leadership negligence because of their political calculations. Other problems that have contributed to the escalating poverty level in Africa are political instability, economic downturn, and religious intolerance. Despite the poverty crisis in Africa, the church has remained proactive in alleviating poverty in Africa. The church has been missional in its approach, but with its missionaries’ efforts, it has had to become strategic in the contemporary time to record successes in its missions’ endeavour in Africa, especially in Nigeria. Therefore, this paper attempts to explain the anthropological strategies that mission agencies and missionaries employ to record success in the face of poverty escalation in Africa; this will be achieved by explaining the concept of poverty in Africa, historically examining missions’ success in Africa and identifying anthropological strategies employed by missionaries in Africa despite the escalating level of poverty in Africa. This study reveals strategies for mission success to ensure missionaries of different denominations are aware of previous achievements and to do more.
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1. Introduction

According to Reid [1], Africa is a continent of remarkable diversity, encompassing many cultures, languages, and socio-economic conditions. It is also a continent where Christianity has a significant presence, with millions of adherents across various denominations. However, the coexistence of Christianity and deep-seated poverty in many African regions poses unique challenges to Christian missionary endeavours. In this context, anthropology, the study of human societies and cultures, offers valuable tools and perspectives to enhance the effectiveness of missionary efforts. This article explores anthropological strategies for successful Christian missionary endeavours amidst the escalation of poverty in Africa.

Moreover, the confluence of Christian missionary endeavours and the pervasive challenges of poverty in Africa form a complex and multifaceted terrain that demands strategies for effective intervention. This academic exploration delves into the intersections of anthropology and Christian missionary work, aiming to discern and implement strategies to cross over the complicated socio-cultural contexts in which poverty manifests. Africa, with its rich diversity of cultures, traditions, and economic
landscapes, presents a unique challenge and opportunity for missionaries seeking to address poverty in a culturally sensitive, sustainable, and transformative manner.

Pawlikova-Vilhanva [2] opines that the historical roots of Christian missionary work in Africa are deeply intertwined with endeavours to alleviate suffering and bring positive societal change. From the early missions associated with European colonialism to contemporary initiatives led by indigenous and international organisations, the Christian mission has been a constant presence in the African narrative. However, the persistently escalating challenges of poverty in various regions necessitate re-evaluating missionary strategies, specifically focusing on the insights offered by anthropological perspectives.

As a discipline, anthropology provides a holistic framework for understanding the intricate web of cultural, social, economic, and environmental factors contributing to African poverty. By embracing an anthropological lens, Christian missionaries can engage in a more empathetic and culturally informed dialogue with the communities they seek to serve. This article explores the potential of anthropological strategies to enhance the effectiveness of Christian missionary endeavours in addressing poverty, fostering community development, and promoting sustainable change.

As we embark on this exploration, it is essential to recognise the delicate balance that must be struck between the universal principles of Christian mission and the diverse cultural contexts of Africa. This discussion seeks to transcend the dichotomy of universalism and cultural relativism, envisioning a collaborative approach that integrates Christian values with anthropological insights to uplift communities grappling with poverty. By examining historical precedents, contemporary challenges, and the evolving role of anthropology in missionary work, the author aims to contribute to a discourse that inspires innovative and culturally sensitive strategies for the pursuit of social justice and holistic well-being in the African context.

2. Concept of poverty in Africa

Desarrollo [3] says poverty in Africa extends beyond narrow economic definitions, encompassing a range of interconnected factors that impact individuals, communities, and entire nations. This research explores the historical roots of poverty on the continent, the impact of colonial legacies, and the contemporary challenges perpetuating and exacerbating poverty in diverse African contexts. Poverty in Africa is inherently multidimensional, encompassing economic, social, cultural, and political dimensions. This section examines various conceptual frameworks, such as the capability approach and the human development index, to provide a holistic understanding of poverty. By acknowledging the interconnectedness of factors such as education, health, access to resources, and governance, this article seeks to capture the complexity of poverty in Africa.

Moreover, Gareth [4], in his view, says the historical context of poverty in Africa is shaped by centuries of external influences, including the transatlantic slave trade and European colonialism. The researcher analyses the lasting impact of colonial legacies on economic structures, resource distribution, and social dynamics. Understanding the historical roots of poverty is essential for formulating effective strategies that address its contemporary manifestations. Contemporary challenges
contribute to the persistence of poverty in Africa. The author examines population growth, climate change, political instability, and globalisation, exploring how these elements create and perpetuate poverty. Special attention is given to structural inequalities, corruption, and inadequate infrastructure in shaping Africa’s current poverty landscape. Also, cultural dynamics play a crucial role in shaping the experience of poverty in Africa. This research investigates how cultural factors, including traditional norms, gender roles, and community structures, intersect with economic and social aspects to influence the manifestations and perceptions of poverty. Understanding these cultural dynamics is essential for designing contextually relevant interventions. The researcher studies potential pathways to progress in addressing poverty in Africa, and this should be done through synthesising insights from various disciplines, including economics, sociology, and anthropology, through which this paper suggests economic growth, social empowerment, and policy interventions as part of the ways to break the poverty cycle in Africa.

3. Dimensions of poverty in Africa

Lawson et al. [5] discovered that Poverty in Africa is a multifaceted and deeply rooted challenge that transcends conventional economic metrics. While economic indicators remain fundamental in assessing material deprivation, poverty in the African context extends far beyond financial insufficiency. This article section sets the stage for a comprehensive exploration of poverty, elucidating its economic, social, and cultural dimensions in Africa. By unravelling the complexities embedded in these dimensions, we aim to provide an understanding of poverty that can inform more holistic and contextually relevant strategies to alleviate poverty.

Economic dimensions: Economic poverty in Africa manifests as insufficient income, limited resource access, and economic vulnerability. The continent’s economic landscape is marked by disparities in wealth distribution, unequal access to employment opportunities, and the prevalence of informal economies. Through economic dimensions, the researcher noted the challenges individuals and communities face in securing necessities such as food, shelter, and healthcare. The research pointed out that consumption poverty will also present once there is income poverty in an individual’s or community’s life.

Social dimensions: Abramo et al. [6] opine that beyond monetary considerations, poverty in Africa exhibits complex social dimensions encompassing education, healthcare, and social mobility. Limited access to quality education perpetuates intergenerational cycles of poverty, while inadequate healthcare services exacerbate health disparities. Social exclusion, discrimination, and unequal opportunities further compound the social aspects of poverty. This section examines the interconnectedness of these social dimensions, shedding light on how they contribute to the broader experience of poverty in diverse African communities.

Cultural dimensions: Idang [7] says cultural factors play significant roles in shaping the experience of poverty in Africa. Traditional norms, values, and community structures influence how individuals and societies steer economic challenges. Moreover, cultural resilience can be a coping mechanism and a source of strength in adversity. To overcome the cultural dimensions of poverty, individuals and
communities must understand poverty’s economic-social factors and local contexts, belief systems, and community dynamics to develop effective poverty alleviation strategies.

The interconnectedness of dimensions: Poverty’s economic, social, and cultural dimensions are intricately interconnected, creating challenges that demand holistic approaches. Indeed, these dimensions interplay, and improvements in one area can positively impact others. Conversely, neglecting any dimension may undermine efforts to address poverty comprehensively. Understanding the dynamic relationships between these dimensions is crucial for formulating effective and sustainable interventions.

The context of Africa: Alkire et al. [8] conclude that Africa’s diverse and rich tapestry of cultures, histories, and economies necessitates a context-specific approach to addressing poverty. This section emphasises the need to move beyond generic definitions of poverty and acknowledges the unique challenges and opportunities on the continent. By situating poverty within the African context, we can develop strategies that resonate with the lived experiences of diverse communities; exploring the definitions of poverty in Africa sets the foundation for a multidimensional analysis. By recognising the economic, social, and cultural dimensions of poverty, the author embarks on a journey to unravel the complexities that underlie the pervasive challenge of poverty in Africa. Through this understanding, the researcher tries to contribute to developing targeted and effective interventions that address poverty in all its dimensions on the African continent.

4. Statistical analyses of poverty escalation in Africa: unravelling trends, patterns, and implications

Dyer [9] asserted that poverty, a persistent challenge in Africa, has wide-ranging implications for the continent’s development and the well-being of its diverse populations. This research embarks on an empirical journey, employing statistical analyses to dissect the complexities surrounding the escalation of poverty in Africa. This study aims to contribute to understanding the multifaceted factors driving poverty escalation in the region by scrutinising trends, identifying patterns, and assessing the implications of poverty data. Africa’s economic and demographic landscape is rapidly evolving, making it imperative to employ rigorous statistical analyses to comprehend the intricate dynamics of poverty escalation. Statistical methods offer a systematic and evidence-based approach to uncovering trends over time, examining disparities across regions, and identifying key determinants contributing to poverty’s persistence or intensification. This study recognises the urgency of such analyses in informing targeted interventions and policy decisions aimed at poverty alleviation.

This research delves into historical and contemporary trends in poverty incidence across the African continent. By harnessing statistical tools, the author aims to identify shifts in poverty rates over time, understanding whether the region is making progress or facing challenges in reducing the prevalence of poverty. The researcher examines national and sub-national data to elucidate variations in poverty trends and their correlation with broader economic and social developments since individual development will later become national development.
Demographic dimensions: Ferreira dean [10] states that poverty is not a monolithic phenomenon; its impact varies across demographic groups. The research assesses how poverty affects different age groups, genders, and ethnicities. Poverty is a pervasive and complex issue that affects individuals and communities across various age groups, genders, and ethnicities. The impact of poverty is multifaceted, influencing various aspects of life, including access to education, healthcare, employment opportunities, and overall well-being. Here, the researcher explores how poverty manifests differently among different demographic groups:

Age groups: Children: Evans and Kim [11] stated that poverty profoundly affects children’s physical and cognitive development. Lack of access to proper nutrition, healthcare, and educational resources can lead to long-term consequences, hindering their potential and perpetuating cycles of poverty.

Working-age adults: Poverty among adults often translates into limited job opportunities, inadequate wages, and precarious employment conditions. Not securing employment can result in financial instability, housing insecurity, and family support challenges.

Elderly Population: Older individuals facing poverty may experience difficulties accessing healthcare and may be more vulnerable to inadequate housing and social isolation. Limited financial resources can compromise their ability to meet healthcare needs and maintain a decent quality of life in retirement.

Genders: Women: Women often bear a disproportionate burden of poverty due to factors such as gender wage gaps, limited access to education, and discriminatory cultural norms. Poverty can restrict women’s access to healthcare, expose them to higher levels of gender-based violence, and hinder their ability to achieve economic independence [12]. Men: While men also experience the impact of poverty, gender norms may influence the types of challenges they face. For instance, societal expectations regarding traditional male roles as primary earners can intensify feelings of inadequacy and stress when facing economic hardship.

Ethnicities: Minority and marginalised groups: Certain ethnicities and minorities may face systemic barriers contributing to higher poverty rates [13]. Discrimination, limited access to education and employment opportunities, and unequal treatment within societal structures can exacerbate poverty among these populations.

Indigenous communities: Indigenous populations may confront unique challenges, including marginalisation, loss of traditional lands, and inadequate access to essential services. These factors contribute to higher poverty rates among indigenous communities.

Bieri [14] stated that understanding the differential impact of poverty on various demographic groups is crucial for developing targeted and effective interventions. Policies and programs aimed at poverty alleviation should be sensitive to the specific needs and challenges children of different age groups, genders, and ethnicities face. Additionally, promoting gender equality, addressing systemic discrimination, and fostering inclusive economic development are essential components of comprehensive strategies to combat poverty across diverse communities. By recognising and addressing these variations, societies can work towards building more equitable and resilient structures that uplift individuals and groups affected by poverty.
5. Anthropological strategies employed by missionaries in Africa

Anthropological strategies employed by African missionaries reflect a dynamic and adaptive approach to engaging with diverse cultures, understanding local contexts, and facilitating effective communication. These strategies draw on principles of cultural anthropology to bridge the gap between missionary objectives and the intricate socio-cultural landscapes of African communities. Here are some vital anthropological strategies employed by missionaries:

Cultural immersion and participant observation: Caughey [15] says missionaries often engage in cultural immersion by living among the communities they aim to serve, and this involves participating in daily activities, observing rituals, and experiencing the community’s way of life. Participant observation allows missionaries to gain firsthand insights into local customs, belief systems, and social structures.

Language acquisition: Learning the local language is a fundamental anthropological strategy employed by missionaries. Language proficiency is essential for effective communication, building trust, and understanding the nuances of cultural expressions. Missionaries invest time and effort in acquiring linguistic skills to engage meaningfully with community members.

Cultural sensitivity and respect: Nkomazana and Senzokuhle [16] observed that cultural sensitivity is at the core of anthropological strategies employed by missionaries. Recognising and respecting local customs, traditions, and taboos is crucial for building community trust. Missionaries strive to avoid imposing their cultural values and instead seek to understand and appreciate the perspectives of the communities they serve.

Customisation of religious practices: Acquah [17] confirmed that missionaries often adapt religious practices to align with local cultural norms; this may involve incorporating indigenous music, art, and symbols into worship ceremonies, making Christianity more relatable and inclusive. The goal is to convey the universality of religious principles while respecting and integrating local cultural expressions.

Collaborative approaches and community involvement: Successful missionary endeavours recognise the importance of collaboration with local communities. Missionaries work alongside community members, involving them in decision-making processes and development initiatives since a tree cannot make a forest. This collaborative approach ensures that interventions are contextually relevant and address the specific needs and aspirations of the community.

Addressing socio-economic issues: Lee [18] described anthropological strategies employed by missionaries as something that extends beyond the spiritual realm to address socio-economic challenges. Missionary initiatives may include establishing schools, healthcare facilities, and vocational training programs to uplift communities economically while respecting local cultural contexts because it is better to teach the indigenes how to fish instead of giving them fish each time they are in need for them to be self-reliance instead of depending on anyone or an organisation for their livelihood.

Storytelling and oral tradition: The importance of oral tradition in many African cultures cannot be overemphasised, which is why missionaries often employ storytelling to convey religious messages. This approach aligns with local
communication styles and resonates with communities valuing oral narratives to transmit knowledge and values.

Adaptation of evangelistic techniques: According to Graham [19], missionaries may adapt evangelistic techniques to align with cultural practices; this could involve incorporating drama, music, or dance into evangelistic activities, making them more engaging and culturally attractive.

Respect for indigenous spirituality: Anthropological strategies emphasise respect for indigenous spiritual beliefs. Missionaries seek common ground and points of connection between Christian teachings and elements of indigenous spirituality, promoting a more inclusive and culturally sensitive approach [20].

Long-term cultural integration: Sjaak [21] observed that anthropological strategies are often framed with a long-term perspective. Missionaries recognise that cultural integration and acceptance of religious teachings may take time. Long-term commitment to a community allows missionaries to build meaningful relationships and create lasting impact.

By employing these anthropological strategies, missionaries aim to overcome the difficulties of cultural diversity, fostering a more inclusive and respectful approach to their work in Africa. These strategies contribute to developing a mutually enriching dialogue between missionaries and their communities, recognising the value of cultural diversity in pursuing shared goals.

6. Cultural sensitivity and adaptation in missionary work:
Navigating cross-cultural dynamics

Lutz [22] affirmed that cultural sensitivity and adaptation are paramount in missionary work, emphasising a profound understanding of diverse cultural contexts to foster effective communication, build trust, and promote meaningful engagement. This part of the article delves into the significance of cultural sensitivity and adaptation within missionary endeavours, examining their role in building bridges across cultural divides and achieving successful outcomes. Because cultural sensitivity in missionary work entails a deep appreciation and awareness of the cultural norms, values, and customs of the communities being served, this awareness is crucial in establishing respectful and authentic relationships, minimising the risk of misunderstandings, and acknowledging the dignity and agency of those engaged in the missionary process. Also, cultural sensitivity builds trust by demonstrating respect for local traditions. Missionaries who embrace and honour the cultural fabric of a community create a foundation of trust, paving the way for open dialogue and collaboration. Cultural sensitivity is also instrumental in avoiding cultural imperialism, that is, the imposition of one’s cultural values upon another. Missionaries strive to understand and appreciate the diversity of local cultures, recognising the validity of different worldviews and spiritual practices.

Cultural adaptation: Duncan [19] states that cultural adaptation involves adjusting one’s behaviour, communication style, and practices to align with the community’s cultural norms. The purpose is to ensure that missionary efforts are relevant, relatable, and resonant within the local context. Effective communication is at the centre of cultural adaptation. Missionaries invest time and effort in learning local
languages to communicate more authentically, reinforcing a commitment to understanding and being understood within the community. Moreover, successful missionaries adapt religious practices to incorporate indigenous elements, making Christianity more accessible and attractive to indigenous peoples by integrating local music, art, and symbols into worship, creating a synthesis that reflects the community’s cultural identity. For example, the Jesuit Missions in China (16th–17th Centuries): Jesuit missionaries in China exemplified cultural sensitivity and adaptation by integrating Confucian values into their teachings. This approach facilitated dialogue and mutual understanding, demonstrating the effectiveness of adapting religious messages to align with local philosophies. Equally important is the Work of Mother Teresa in India (20th Century): Mother Teresa’s missionary work in India showcased cultural sensitivity through her deep respect for Hindu and Muslim traditions. Her compassionate approach, focused on alleviating suffering without imposing religious conversion, stressed the importance of adapting to the cultural context. Cultural sensitivity and adaptation are not just strategies but ethical imperatives in missionary work. As missionaries navigate the complex terrain of diverse cultures, embracing and adapting to local contexts ensures the effectiveness of their efforts and fosters a genuine connection with the communities they serve. In a world marked by cultural diversity, missionaries who embody cultural sensitivity and adaptation contribute to building bridges that transcend religious, linguistic, and cultural boundaries.

7. Examples of Christian missionary initiatives effectively addressed poverty through anthropological strategies

Marlowe [23] opines that successful missionary efforts testify to the transformative power of cultural understanding, community engagement, and strategic interventions. Through the lens of anthropology, missionaries have approached diverse communities with sensitivity, adapting their methods to align with local cultures. An example is the work of Albert Schweitzer in Gabon (20th Century). Albert Schweitzer, a theologian, philosopher, and medical missionary, exemplifies successful missionary efforts. His work in Gabon, Africa, was characterised by deep cultural immersion, linguistic proficiency, and a commitment to addressing spiritual and practical needs [24]. Schweitzer’s establishment of a hospital in Lambaréné provided essential medical care and embraced local customs, earning the trust and respect of the indigenous population, likewise the mission efforts of Jesuit Missions in Paraguay (17th–18th Centuries). The Jesuit Missions in Paraguay offer a historical example of successful missionary endeavours. Jesuit missionaries engaged with indigenous Guarani communities, learning their languages and incorporating indigenous musical and artistic expressions into religious practices. This cultural sensitivity facilitated the establishment of thriving Christian communities that integrated indigenous traditions, contributing to a unique cultural synthesis [25].

Moreover, Christian missionary initiatives addressing poverty through anthropological strategies have proven impactful in fostering sustainable change. By understanding the cultural contexts of poverty and employing strategies rooted in anthropology, missionaries have contributed to holistic development. The following
examples highlight instances where anthropological strategies were key in poverty alleviation efforts.

Education and community development in Uganda (21st Century): Christian missionaries have implemented anthropologically informed strategies to address poverty in Uganda through education and community development. Missionary organisations have focused on building schools that respect local languages and incorporate culturally relevant curricula. Missionaries have successfully empowered individuals and communities through education by engaging with the community, understanding its unique needs, and collaborating with local leaders [26]

Healthcare initiatives in Malawi (Late 20th Century Present): Christian missionary initiatives in Malawi have employed anthropological strategies to address poverty by improving healthcare access. Missionary organisations have established clinics and hospitals, integrating traditional healing practices where applicable. Missionaries have created culturally sensitive healthcare systems that address physical and cultural well-being by training local healthcare workers and collaborating with traditional healers [27].

Microfinance and economic empowerment in Kenya (21st Century): Maru and Chemjor [28] say that Christian missionaries have implemented anthropological strategies in Kenya to combat poverty through economic empowerment. Microfinance initiatives, informed by an understanding of local economic structures and social dynamics, have successfully provided small loans to individuals, particularly women. By respecting communal values and working within existing social structures, missionaries have enabled entrepreneurship and lifted families out of poverty.

The examples above demonstrate that successful missionary efforts are intricately linked to applying anthropological strategies. By respecting and understanding local cultures, languages, and traditions, missionaries can address the root causes of poverty and work collaboratively with communities to bring about positive, sustainable change. As missionaries continue to navigate the complexities of diverse contexts, these case studies offer valuable insights into the potential impact of anthropological approaches in missionary work.

8. Conclusion

In conclusion, exploring anthropological strategies in the context of Christian missionary endeavours amidst poverty escalation in Africa reveals a holistic approach that holds immense potential for positive impact. The multifaceted strategies discussed, rooted in cultural understanding, community engagement, and adaptability, exemplify the imperative for missionaries to navigate the complexities of diverse African cultures with sensitivity and respect.

The foundational principles of cultural immersion, participant observation, language proficiency, and customisation of religious practices emerged as critical components of successful missionary work. Collaborative approaches, long-term commitment, and the avoidance of cultural imperialism were underscored as essential strategies for missionaries seeking to address the pervasive challenges of poverty.

Anthropology contributes to the development of holistic approaches to addressing poverty. Instead of viewing poverty solely through an economic lens,
missionaries informed by anthropological principles recognise the interconnectedness of cultural, social, and economic factors contributing to poverty. Anthropology encourages missionaries to respect and appreciate local worldviews and belief systems.

Anthropology provides missionaries a toolkit for navigating Africa’s complex and diverse cultural landscape. It equips them with the cultural sensitivity, adaptability, and deep understanding required to establish meaningful connections, build trust, and contribute to positive and sustainable transformations within the communities they serve. In embracing the principles of anthropology, Christian missionaries can work collaboratively with African communities, fostering a shared journey toward holistic well-being and development.
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